Fabric collection
A palette full of ideas

Wall
Europost Welded
Synergy Quilt Chevron

Group 1
Gravity

Group 2
Just
Era

Group 3
Shades
Vale
Step Melange/Step
Xtreme
Rondo

Material:
100% Polyester, Breite 140 cm, 250 g/m², 50.000 Martindale Scheuertouren, Lichtechtheit 6 (Skala 1-8, 8 ist die beste Note), Reibechtheit (Nass/Trocken) 4/4, Feuerbehinderung nach DIN EN 1021-1+2 (Zigarette+Streichholz)

Pflegehinweise:
Regelmäßig absaugen. Mit einem feuchten Tuch abwischen oder mit einem speziellen Polsterschaum behandeln.

Handelsübliche Farbabweichungen und Änderungen in den technischen Spezifikationen vorbehalten.
Seating Meets... 
...Vision
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Fire protection

The pictograms show which fire protection standard the respective cover fulfils. However, this does not allow any conclusions to be drawn about the final fire protection of the finished furniture (from left to right: DIN 4102 B1, DIN EN 1021-1 (cigarette), DIN EN 1021-2 (match)).

The fire protection of upholstered furniture depends on several components, such as upholstery foam, interliner and cover, which we test in combination. Only then can we guarantee the greatest possible fire protection.

Green Lounge

These cover fabrics are characterised by particularly good sustainability aspects, e.g. high recyclability, pure materials or raw material savings. If you have any questions about the recycling properties of these cover fabrics, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Green Lounge - SMV takes responsibility for its environment. Under this motto, we at SMV live sustainability, both ecologically and socially. Our measures range from sustainability-oriented product development and sensible recycling to extensive company health management for our employees. In this way, we face up to this responsibility and actively shape sustainability throughout the entire company.

Vegan

From the core, to the foams, to the selected cover and the adhesive, with SMV you can do completely without animal materials. In this cover collection, we have marked covers for you that you can use for a completely vegan piece of furniture.

Cosmopolitan, value-conscious, VEGAN: three attributes that are close to SMV's heart!
As a nature-loving family business, we East Westphalians focus on vegan and sustainable design furniture.

Colour illustrations of the covers

The reference patterns printed in this overview are for orientation purposes. Colour deviations may occur. We recommend requesting an original fabric sample before placing an order.

We share your high standards and for this reason have compiled the appropriate care and cleaning instructions for you in detail on our homepage, which will preserve the longevity of your covers and the guarantee:

smv-gmbh.de/service/infomaterial.html
Manhattan Wall

Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Professional dry cleaning. Alternatively, wipe with a damp cloth. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.

Note on the strip width:
25 mm: Artikelnr. EW9.051
40 mm: Artikelnr. EW9.000 and EW9.016

Material:
Surface: 100% wool from New Zealand, foam: polyurethane, backing: Polyester, strip width: 25/40 mm, width 138 cm, 858/828 g/m², ≤ 100,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, pilling 4 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), light fastness 5-7 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to ÖNORM B3825-B2-3800 Q1 UK, IMO MSC 307 (88), DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match) and Calif. Bull. 117E, Green Lounge: Ökotex 100, EU Ecolabel
Group 1
Gravity

Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Wipe with a damp cloth or treat with a special upholstery foam. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.

Material:
76% polyester, 24% recycled polyester, width 140 cm, 295 g/m², ≥80,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, light fastness 6 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), Green Lounge: Ökotex 100.
Group 2

**Just**

- JU2.102 grey
- JU2.103 taupe
- JU2.104 black olive
- JU2.101 black
- JU2.105 light grey
- JU2.106 sahara
- JU2.107 torino red
- JU2.108 ruby red
- JU2.109 curry
- JU2.110 signal orange
- JU2.111 coral
- JU2.112 pumpkin
- JU2.113 pastell green
- JU2.114 black green
- JU2.115 fir
- JU2.116 pale green
- JU2.117 turquoise blue

VEGAN
Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Professional dry cleaning. Alternatively, wipe with a damp cloth.
Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.

Material:
98% recycled polyester, 2% polyester, width 140 cm, 225 g/m², 70,000 Martindale abrasion tests, pilling 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), light fastness 6-8 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), Green Lounge: Ökotex 100, EU Ecolabel
Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Wipe with a damp cloth or treat with a special upholstery foam. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.

Material
100% polyester, width 140 cm, 320 g/m², ≥100,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, light fastness 5 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), Green Lounge: Ökotex 100.
Group 3

Shades

CH3.29 iris
CH3.28 grape
CH3.31 nostalgia
CH3.25 burgundy

CH3.27 dahlia
CH3.24 vino
CH3.23 watermelon
CH3.21 red

CH3.43 leaf
CH3.45 garden
CH3.32 cobalt
CH3.34 cadet

CH3.40 greenness
CH3.38 mist
CH3.37 cloud
CH3.35 denim

CH3.33 imperial
CH3.01 black

VEGAN
**Material:**
100% polyester, width 140 cm, 433 g/m², 90,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, pilling 5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), light fastness 5 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), Green Lounge Ökotex 100

**Care instructions:**
Vacuum regularly. Professional cleaning. Alternatively, wipe with a damp cloth. Shades is a velour fabric with a line direction, where the colour tone changes depending on the direction. This exciting feature means that the fabric always provides variety.

Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.
Care instructions:
Clean regularly. Dirt should be removed immediately with a warm, mild soapy water solution and a microfibre cloth. Do not use solvents or chemical cleaning agents. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.

Material:
Top side: 100% vinyl/urethane coating, underside: 100% polyester, width 137 cm, 650 g/m², >300,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, UV resistance XENOTEST DIN 54004/NTC 1479 blue wool scale, fire safety according to BS 5852 Part 2 CRIB 5, DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), cold break resistance -23°C, disinfectant resistant, water and dirt repellent, antibacterial, breathable, extremely hard-wearing, lightfast.
Group 3

Step Melange

SM3.007 petrol
SM3.011 steel grey
SM3.013 cherry
SM3.018 marine blue
SM3.047 aubergine
SM3.073 lime
SM3.023 violet
SM3.082 pumpkin
SM3.090 lavender
SM3.092 lilac
SM3.103 clay
SM3.120 moss green
SM3.149 sahara
SM3.150 cocoa
SM3.151 pacific blue
SM3.152 pigeon grey
SM3.153 marsala
SM3.154 pacific blue
SM3.155 pigeon grey
SM3.156 maroon
SM3.157 Pacific blue
SM3.158 pigeon grey
SM3.159 marsala
SM3.160 cocoa
SM3.163 light green
SM3.182 pink
SM3.183 red
SM3.184 orange
SM3.185 yellow
SM3.186 green
SM3.187 blue
SM3.188 indigo
SM3.189 purple
SM3.190 violet
SM3.191 pink
SM3.192 rose

Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Professional dry cleaning. Wipe with a damp cloth or treat with a special upholstery foam. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.

Material Step Melange (SM) / Step (ST):
100% Trevira CS, width 140 cm, 336 g/m², 100,000 Martindale Rubbing fastness, pilling 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), light fastness 5-7 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to DIN 4102 B1, BS 5852 CRIB 5, ÖNORM B3825-B2-3800 Q1 UK, IMO MSC 307 (88), DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match) and Calif Bull. 117E, Green Lounge Ökotex 100 and EU Ecolable

VEGAN
Group 3

Step

ST3.999 black
ST3.089 back-olive
ST3.011 steel grey
ST3.149 sahara

ST3.103 khaki
ST3.150 cocoa
ST3.011 midnight blue
ST3.152 pigeon grey

ST3.018 marine
ST3.151 pacific blue
ST3.773 turquoise
ST3.007 petrol

ST3.163 light green
ST3.160 grass green
ST3.169 lavender
ST3.092 lilac

ST3.159 marsala
ST3.013 cherry
ST3.082 pumpkin
ST3.120 grass green

ST3.090 lavender
ST3.092 lilac
ST3.023 violet
ST3.047 plum
Group 3

Xtreme

Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Wipe with a damp cloth or treat with a special upholstery foam. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.

Material:
100% recycled flame retardant polyester, width 140 cm, 310 g/m², ≥100,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, light fastness 6 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to DIN 4102 B1, BS 5852 CRIB 5, ÖNORM B3825-B2-3800 Q1 UK, DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), Green Lounge: 100% recycled material, EU Ecolabel, Ökotex 100.
Group 3
Rondo

Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Professional dry cleaning. Alternatively, wipe with a damp cloth. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.

Material:
99% recycled post-consumer polyester, 1% polyester, width 140 cm, 350 g/m², 70,000 Martindale abrasion tests, pilling 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), light fastness 5-8 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), Green Lounge, Ökotex 100, EU Ecolabel
Group 4

Europost

Material:
100% wool from New Zealand, width 140 cm, 571 g/m², 50,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, pilling 4 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), light fastness 5-7 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4-5 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to DIN 4102 B2, ÖNORM B3825-B2-3800 Q1 UK, IMO MSC 307 (88), DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match) and Calif. Bull. 117E, Green Lounge: Ökotex 100, EU Ecolabel

Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Professional dry cleaning. Alternatively, wipe with a damp cloth. Subject to customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications.
Group 4

Blazer

CUZ62 Glenalmond
CUZ1W Newcastle
CUZ3B Abertay
CUZ1R Plymouth

CUZ66 St Andrews
CUZ31 Trevelyan

CUZ1J Aberlour
CUZ1E Surrey
CUZ30 Silcoates

CUZ33 Latymer
CUZ1K Camphill
CUZ3T Holyoke
CUZ67 Kingsmead

CUZ90 Edge Hill
CUZ63 Handcross
CUZ82 Wesley

Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Professional dry cleaning. Alternatively, wipe with a damp cloth. Subject to customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications.

Material:
100% virgin wool from New Zealand, width 140 cm, 460 g/m², ≥50,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, light fastness ≥50,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, light fastness 5 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet + dry) 4 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to ÖNORM B3825-B2-3800 Q1 UK, DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match).
PT4.105 cherry  
PT4.103 sherry  
PT4.130 marsala  
PT4.104 mango  
PT4.115 fire  
PT4.114 maize  
PT4.102 lime  
PT4.113 olive green  

**Material:**
85% PVC compound, 15% cotton knit, width 137 cm, 780 g/m², ≥75,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, light fastness 7 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best grade), fire safety according to DIN 4102 B1, BS 5852 CRIB 5, ÖNORM B3825-B2-3800 Q1 UK, DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), disinfectant resistant, urine resistant, blood resistant, tear resistant.

**Care instructions:**
Vacuum regularly. Alternatively, wipe with a damp cloth. Subject to customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications.
Group 4

Synergy

Material:
95% virgin wool from New Zealand, 5% polyamide, width 140 cm, 400 g/m², ≥100,000 Martindale abrasion tests, light fastness 5 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), rub fastness (wet+dry) 4 (scale 1-5, 5 is the best mark), fire safety according to BS 5852 CRIB 5, ÖNORM B3825-B2-3800 Q1 UK, DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), Green Lounge: EU Ecolabel

Care instructions:
Vacuum regularly. Professional dry cleaning. Alternatively, wipe with a damp cloth. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.
Group 5
Niroxx Lamé

Material:
100% polyester fabric with stain protection finish (lipophilic surface, liquid-impermeable backing, fungicidal and antibacterial), width 140 cm, 555 g/m², 80,000 Martindale abrasion cycles, light fastness 6-7 (scale 1-8, 8 is the best mark), fire safety according to DIN 4102 B1, BS 5852 CRIB 5, ÖNORM B3825-B2-3800 Q1 UK, IMO Resolution A652 (16) Annex, DIN EN 1021-1+2 (cigarette+match), Green Lounge: Ökotex 100.

Care instructions:
Clean regularly with soapy water and a soft brush. Wipe with clean water. Do not use chemical bleach, stain remover or solvents. Customary colour deviations and changes in technical specifications reserved.
End of the seating order